Exploration of the Kinetics of Toehold-Mediated Strand Displacement via Plasmon Rulers.
DNA/RNA strand displacement is one of the most fundamental reactions in DNA and RNA circuits and nanomachines. In this work, we reported an exploration of the dynamic process of the toehold-mediated strand displacement via core-satellite plasmon rulers at the single-molecule level. Applying plasmon rulers with unlimited lifetime, single-strand displacement triggered by the invader that resulted in stepwise leaving of satellite from the core was continuously monitored by changes of scattering signal for hours. The kinetics of strand displacement in vitro with three different toehold lengths have been investigated. Also, the study revealed the difference in the kinetics of strand displacement between DNA/RNA and DNA/DNA duplexes. For the kinetics study in vivo, influence from the surrounding medium has been evaluated using both phosphate buffer and cell lysate. Applying core-satellite plasmon rulers with high signal/noise ratio, kinetics study in living cells proceeded for the first time, which was not possible by conventional methods with a fluorescent reporter. The plasmon rulers, which are flexible, easily constructed, and robust, have proven to be effective tools in exploring the dynamical behaviors of biochemical reactions in vivo.